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As we see more digital disruption every year in the business world, leaders in all areas are
challenged to identify, understand, and adapt to the next technology-enabled transformations in
their industries. Effective leaders must be technology-savvy, however many still continue to
resist change - particularly change that could disrupt key practices. On top of this, the number of
emerging technologies grows every day, and no expert (or even organization) can truly
understand all of them. These opportunities and challenges have led to both irrational
excitement and fear related to new technologies (Khan et al.), as well as many strategic
mistakes. Arguably the technology that is the best example of this right now is AI. This is evident
from the large number of everyday news articles about the potential (both good and bad) about
AI, as well as AI being represented as much as any other technology at the top of Gartner’s
Hype cycle of emerging technologies over the last few years. This placement on the hype cycles
reflects that AI is at the top of the business world’s mind, and that while there is huge potential
for the area, there are also irrational expectations (see “Understanding Gartner’s Hype Cycle” in
the references).
It is completely understandable where these expectations come from. AI has long been sold as
the future of business computing, and even as a key part of the future of the world. Business
thought-leaders regularly share stories of how the world’s top technology companies are
separating themselves from the rest of the pack by leveraging AI (Iansiti and Lakhani 2020).
Benefits in other industries are also already being recognized - in areas such as parts
optimization, pricing and promotion, customer service analytics, and sales and demand
forecasting (Balakrishnan et al 2020).
However, the AI age is still young - AI technology is still emerging, it is costly, and it carries a
number of business risks. Because of this many leaders are simply frozen and don’t know how
to approach and move forward with AI. Many are also fearful of the business change it might
bring (McKinsey 2020). Most organizations do have technology leaders that recognize the
potential of AI and have developed some type of AI strategies (Ransbotham et al 2020).
Although, even if there are proponents of AI in an organization, they often struggle to sell AI
ideas across the organization (Funahashi et al). In the end only 10% of companies fully
implement AI and recognize financial benefits (Ransbotham et al 2020).
To overcome the skepticism and fear that some have with AI, proponents need to inspire and
speak the general language of business to get others on board for AI. This means making a
business case and presenting it in an inspirational way. However, this might require a different
business case approach than most organizations use for their more traditional technology
projects. Sau et al (2018) recognize that AI projects are not like many other business IT
solutions because potential is not clear - making ROI difficult, if not impossible to estimate.
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AI requires a business case approach that is more focused on helping the business understand
how AI will change the way the business works, on non-quantifiable benefits as much as clear
financial benefits, and on inspiring others about the potential of AI as much as the
implementation details for an AI project. Ward et al (2008) present a different business case
approach that focuses on all types of benefits, and on organizing benefits into business change
categories (that can be quickly understood by business leaders). The approach maintains rigor
by incorporating plans for measures for all benefit areas, even if data or methods do not exist
yet.
The approach starts with a process of trying to (exhaustively) identify all benefits. It asks us to
think of “new things” we will able to do as a business with this technology, as well as “things we
can do better”, and even “things we will stop doing”. It encourages us to think of the commonly
identified financial benefits, but also other non-financial quantifiable events - benefits for which
we can already provide non-financial estimates, measurable benefits – benefits for which we
can already measure but we do not have estimates for yet, and even observable benefits benefit areas for which we have no measures.

Benefits Reporting Table from Ward et al (2008)

It then encourages us to think of how we plan to measure all of these. The authors give a
number of ideas for how hard-to-measure benefits can be quantified. Some of these are difficult
with AI - such as “simulation” and using “internal evidence”. Simulation is very difficult as the
learning process of AI always comes with a high level of uncertainty. With AI there often needs
to be an existing example to get quantified estimates - but these can come internally or
externally. Externally, benchmarking is a great solution if there is another similar situation in
another setting. Internally, this would require experimentation (or piloting). By experimenting in a
very focused or approachable way with AI, evidence can be gathered that can be used to
produce more rigorous estimates.
Early costs and risks can be looked at in a similar way – although they too will be largely
incomplete at this stage with an area like AI. Risks can be linked to each benefit area to improve
clarity. And since costs will be incomplete, having a range (optimistic vs pessimistic) makes
sense.
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BUILDING BETTER BUSINESS CASES FOR IT INVESTMENTS
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Methods of quantifying benefits from Ward et al (2008)
FIGURE 3 Converting measurable to quantifiable benefits
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